
What will I need to pack in my child’s bag for a day at Tadpoles: 

-1 or 2 healthy snacks of fruit depending if they are staying for a half day or a full day. 

We have one café in the morning and one café in the afternoon. 

-Spare clothes, spare clothes for the spare clothes and more spare clothes! We have 

lots fun in the mud, water and paint at Tadpoles so lots of spares are perfect to have 

for them to change into! 

-Tops 

-Jumpers 

-Bottoms 

-Socks 

-Nickers/pants 

-Vests 

Etc… 

-Nappies/pull ups and baby wipes depending on what developmental stage your child is 

at. We do have baby wipes that we use at Tadpoles too so make sure if your child is 

sensitive to any other makes than your own to let your key person know so they can 

write this down on a medication form so they know to use your own only. 

- Waterproof suit and wellies. (Tadpoles do provide spares if you do not have these 

available to bring in) We do lots of water play and go up to our beautiful forest school 

most sessions where we play in the mud pit! So, a good waterproof suit and wellies is 

very needed and used at Tadpoles! 

- Nappy Creams if needed need to be handed in to the teacher seeing all of the 

children in, to keep in the medication box. If you can provide a spare to keep at 

Tadpoles this is always best in case, they are forgotten when going home at the end of 

your child’s session. 

- Any medication also needs to be handed in to the teacher at the door to be put into 

the medication box. There is a sign in and sign out sheet of medication that you will 

need to sign upon arrival and departure and a medical consent form and health care plan 

that will needed to be filled up before your child has their first session with us. 

-Sun cream for the summer months. We will provide a sun cream at Tadpoles and will 

show it to all parents in our newsletter, fb and website if your child is allergic to the 

one we use please hand one in to the teacher on the door who will put it into our sun 

cream box. We do ask that you put sun cream on your children before they arrive for 

the day so that they are all ready to go straight outside. 



-Sun hats for the summer months, we are a free flow setting and as soon as the sun is 

shining the children love to be outdoors. Please ensure you provide a sun hat to help 

protect them from the sun in these months. Tadpoles do have some spare ones available 

in case any are forgotten.  

-During the winter months please provide warm hats, gloves and extra layers. We are a 

free flow setting and enjoy going for walks on the beautiful grounds within our campus 

all year round. We always make sure the children are wrapped up warm during the 

colder months so they can be outside and enjoy their play comfortably.  

- Any comforters/dummies they may need for a nap should they require one.  

-Their lunch and a coat should they require them.  

 

 

 


